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nibs it's that I don't have to worry about applying a bit of force while cleaning/wiping the attached nib - because if the nib comes out of the pen holder, nothing is damaged! After the nib, everyone was designed to be removable. But conversely, when I wipe irremovable nibs of some of my art/art, I'm not going to do it. It happened to me before, when I was
finished pulling out the 'irremovable' nib of an art pen from my body when I was wiping the nib. I tried putting back the nib, but the pen was already damaged — writing with it as it was never when it was in good shape. But yes, please still do handle these nibs with care! (especially the 101 nib that is so flexible that it spreads quite easily) I use J. Harbin's pen
cleaning solution - 'Nettoyant Por Stylo' to clean nibs after use. Just just pour a little bit of liquid, dilute it with water and then soak up your nibs in there for about 5 minutes. An example of strokes drawn down by respective nibs is quite honestly, I find it a tad inconvenient to keep dipping nibs in ink often as it's not a loadable, but a plunge pen. But if you don't
mind this bit of discomfort, the Speedball 6-Nib calligraphy letter set is actually quite a steal given its affordable price and good quality. Check out more reviews for speedball calligraphy letter sets at availability Amazon.com. Amazon.ca. Amazon.co.uk. Amazon.de. Amazon.fr. Amazon.it. Amazon.es. Amazon.co.jp precisely represented a century-long tradition
for graft-making that began in 1899. Get it in front of 160+ million buyers. Recommended Refill/Parts (66) Speedball has been a reliable name in handcrafted nibs and pens for calligrapher, letterer and drawing artist for more than 100 years. Perfect your calligraphy skills with speedball's calligraphy pen set! It is ideal for Roman and italic lettering, line
drawings, and decorative and fine line work. This calligraphy set includes a standard pen nib holder, six NIB (C1, C2, C3, C4, 101, and 512) and a instruction manual. The manual offers you tips for introducing and achieving good characters and drawing techniques to set your pen. For more tips, check out a thorough guide to speedball textbook, pen and
brush lettering. This book is available separately. detached.
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